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1. An executive summary of the project:

2. A description of the location (City(s), County(s), etc.), proposed service areas, parners
involved and anticipated improvements.
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3. Goals of the project and community need to address including whether the proposed area is
unserved or economically distressed or what the compelling need is, if served.

4. The proposed infrastruture and access improvements planned, including the number of
proposed connected premisees and community anchor institutions, businesses, or other
organizations and the recipients to be served by the project.
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5. The short and long-term investment benefit to the community and service area proposed.


	1: 
	0: The EPIC Touch Broadband Acceleration Grant application proposes to build on the work that the company has already started in Liberal, Kansas. Since 2018, EPIC Touch has been laying a Fiber network in the city and currently serves more than 115 homes and 40 businesses with more than 40,000 feet of fiber in the ground. Funds for this project would ensure a new two-phase plan that will reach more than 350 additional homes and 25 more businesses in Liberal. Connectivity would be through 100% Fiber-to-the-Premises Broadband Service with redundant routes to the internet backbone. 
	1: Phase 1 of the project includes a portion of Liberal defined by Tucker Road, Fifteenth Street, Kansas Avenue, and Western Avenue. This section of the community provides a key balance of residential and commercial locations including more than 350 homes, a regional healthcare facility, longterm care facilities, childcare centers, and several other medical offices and businesses. Selection of this location was based on the availability of existing EPIC Touch Fiber in the area as well as the critical services provided by these businesses. 

Phase 2 of the project includes the heart of the city in downtown Liberal defined by Second Street, Fifth Street, New York Avenue, and Kansas Avenue. This core includes both city and county offices as well as local businesses ranging from retail shops to professional services. 

Service to these locations would include Fiber-to-the-Premises Broadband with redundancy to ensure consistent, high-speed internet with competitve rates offered through a number of packages to meet the needs of the consumers.

	Text1: 
	1: EPIC Touch has always been dedicated to providing quality service and products to its communities. This project would provide 100% Fiber-to-the-Premises in both Phase 1 and Phase 2. Phase 1 would reach 377 locations including Southwest Medical Center, Brookdale Liberal Springs, and Express Wellness Urgent Care. Phase 2 would reach another 25 locations downtown including Liberal City Hall, Seward County Administration, Jail, and Courthouse, Seward County Development Corporation, and the Landmark Business Center Complex. 
	0: The Broadband Acceleration Grant would meet two of the community needs in Liberal, Kansas. First, the region, county, and city are economically distressed with an average median income at 60% of the national average. Being able to provide families and businesses in these circumstances with affordable and reliable broadband is vital to their future. 

Second, the families and businesses in this community and region have been underserved or unserved by reliable, high-speed broadband. Students must be able to access education and opportunities through the internet. Businesses must be able to reach clients and supply chains with the speed and convenience that their competitors have. These cannot be achieved without a new fiber network that can reach their locations. 

	Text2: The short-term investment benefit to the community, the region, and the state is that this project supports a locally owned and operated company and it puts people to work. During any catastrophic event in our country's history--The Great Depression, Hurricane Sandy, COVID-19, etc.--millions of dollars are spent to restore people and the economy to pre-catastrophy levels. The most successful use of government funds in these circumstances is projects that engage workers, companies, and communities in work that improve lives. This is one such project. 

The long-term benefits to the community include a better quality of life for the residents in the expansion area, a better means to do business in the retail and service corridor, and a better opportunity to attract people and businesses to Liberal, Kansas. Companies, families, and workers are in the process of leaving the over-populated cities on the coastlines. If communities in rural Kansas want to attract those on the move, they have to be able to offer the broadband infrastructure that other cities have. 

Finally, the longevity of Fiber is clear. EPIC Touch built its fiber network in Elkhart, Kansas nearly fifteen years ago. That fiber is still as reliable and fast today as it was when it was installed. The future-proof technology used by EPIC Touch ensures that changes that occur within the realm of connectivity do not affect their sub-surface products. The fiber built with this grant program will serve the community of LIberal for decades.  


